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Fixing Our Education System 

Education: Finally, we Common-

Sense Americans need to fix our 

public education system. Fixing 

education (resulting in smarter and 

WISER young Americans) will help fix 

our other problems from runaway 

wokeness to fiscal irresponsibility. 

This means putting COMPETITION 

in and pulling the TEACHERS’ 

UNIONS out. To do this we need to FUND THE STUDENT, not the 

school. 

 

COMPETITION is the KEY to fixing Education. Competition makes 

individuals better at whatever activity they are competing in. It makes 

manufacturing companies produce higher quality goods at lower 

costs. The explanation for this is SO STRAIGHTFORWARD even Joe 

Biden could understand this...  

 

 

 

...I have a few PREDICTIONS. Under a FUND THE STUDENT 

system, the schools will get much better at teaching reading, writing, 

math, and science. All the parents I know (and, yes, I do know some 

who vote Democrat) prefer their kids to master reading, writing, math 
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and science over the latest “woke” precepts. Schools that stubbornly 

continue to place Intersectionality over Algebra will wither on the 

vine. Woke indoctrination efforts across the board will wane and 

eventually disappear.  The public-school teachers’ unions, which 

prioritize social activism over children’s education, will be relegated 

to the ASH HEAP OF HISTORY.  

 

America’s primary schools’ emphasis on math and science in the 

1940s and 1950s enabled us to TRAVEL TO THE MOON AND BACK 

in 1969. Who knows? Maybe a renewed emphasis on math and 

science will enable us to finally capture the power of the Sun here on 

Earth. A future team of BRILLIANT Nuclear Physicists and Engineers 

who finally figure out how to harness NUCLEAR FUSION would 

unleash a power source that puts all other power sources to shame. 

We’re talking LIMITLESS, CHEAP, POLLUTION-FREE energy here, 

Folks. It all STARTS with EFFECTIVELY teaching MATH in our 

nation’s ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS. 

 

Now for the cherry on the FUND THE STUDENT sundae? Not only 

will we get a stronger and more competitive workforce? We will get 

smarter and WISER young Americans. Wiser voters beget wiser 

politicians. Open borders combined with a welfare state? No Dice, 

Joey B.! or any future version of old Joe. Biological males on women’s 

swim teams? NOPE! The Federal Government (and state and local 

governments as well) must live within its means? YES!  
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And, arguably best of all? Our younger Americans will no longer be 

subject to the NEA/AFT’s woke and anti-American BS. They’ll relearn 

APPRECIATION for the fact that they were born in the United States! 

Like the GREATEST GENERATION before them, they will see that 

although the United States of America is not perfect (nothing 

manmade is) - IT IS THE GREATEST BASTION AND DEFENDER 

OF LIBERTY AND FREEDOM IN THE HISTORY OF THE WORLD! 

 

For more, check out The Common-Sense Guide to American 

History.  

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0C7JXQY9F
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0C7JXQY9F

